
Punk and the Making of Self Assignment — Zine Page 2: Why Listen to Noise? 
 
The band Laibach was formed in 1980 in Slovenia (then part of Communist-controlled Yugoslavia); they 
were Ljubljana's first and most famous punk-influenced act.  The name “Laibach” was what occupying 
German military forces historically called Ljubljana, and in Slovenia it is considered an expressly 
unwelcome and unpatriotic title.  Known for performing in military uniforms, although the band was not 
widely popular in Yugoslavia during the 1980s, they became the most popular Eastern-Bloc rock band in 
America and Western Europe.   
 
On August 19-20, 2015, Laibach became the first western rock band ever to perform in North Korea by 
invitation of its government.  
 
CNN's brief about Laibach's North Korean concert declares, "Laibach has long been criticized for fascist 
imagery and a totalitarian style." 
 
1.) Watch the Laibach videos linked below, and do not read any further about the band; do not consult the 
videos' comments, Wikipedia, or any resources not provided here. 
 

"Geburt Einer Nation" (a cover of "One Vision," originally by Queen) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwdOX19_ETI 
 
"Tanz Mit Laibach" 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Glu9wA4HjE0 
 
"Get Back" (a cover of "Get Back," originally by the Beatles) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9w6SEtkeug 

 
2.) Answer the following questions thoughtfully in typed and printed prose, using complete sentences and 
paragraphs.  (.5 pts. apiece) 
 

A.) We sometimes speak of interpreting a statement or image "at face value."  In the case of Laibach, 
what is the "face value" of their sound and image? 
 
B.) What specifically does their sound and image make ambiguous or confusing? 
 
C.) What interpretations might an audience have of Laibach's sound and image beyond their "face 
value"? 
 
D.) Give three possible explanations for what the band is doing by covering western pop songs.  
(They also have done versions of "The Final Countdown," "Sympathy for the Devil," a variety of 
national anthems, and "Jesus Christ Superstar.") 
 
E.) How might an audience's response to Laibach differ from  

i.) Slovenia in 1980 to  
ii.) America in 1990 to  
iii.) North Korea in 2015? 

 
F.) Why/how might someone willingly and pleasurably choose to listen to Laibach? 
 
 

Grading will be out of 3 points, where each question is .5.  


